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Modes of operation

General review of parallel plate DMA technology
LFSESI
Ionization

The integration to form a DMAMS
instrument
requires
essentially no change in the
vacuum system of the MS. The
DMA measures true mobility,
generally in air, N2 or CO2). The
DMA is also unique in enabling
mobility determination of ions
as produced by the ES source,
without
the
structural
modifications that tend to arise
when an ion crosses a vacuum
interface, an ion guide, or is
injected into a drift cell.
SEADM’s planar DMA are
ilustrated. (Up: solid model
showing
interfaces;
down:
integrated with a MS)

Physical principle of Differential Mobility Analyzer of
planar geometry. The
planar DMA is a
peculiar IMS device combining a flow field at
velocity U and an electric field E between two parallel
plates. It disperses a beam of ions into a fan, such that
only the ions with a well defined electrical mobility are
transmitted into an outlet slit leading to the MS inlet. The
main advantage of the DMA over other more familiar IMS
instruments is the separation in space rather than in time
resulting in a continuous signal for a selected mobility.
Also its manufacture avails for a simple integration as a
front-end into a preexisting MS with an atmospheric
pressure source.
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Type of samples: Liquid. Low
flow (≈2µl/min)
Ionization source: Nano-ESI.
(Improved ionization
•
patented).
Main analysis modes: The ones •
of the MS + mobility dimension

Type of samples: Vapors. Adsorbent pre-concentration + thermal desorption +
Vapor ionization.
Ionization source: SESI (improved ionization patented) or APCI (corona
discharge)
Main analysis modes: The ones of the MS + mobility dimension + preconcentration and desorption parameters

•

Type of samples: Vapors. Direct vapor ionization and
analysis without pre-concentration. (Vapors are
ionized through secondary electro-spray
mechanism. There is a charge transfer process from
the “charger” to the sample).
Ionization source: SESI (improved ionization
patented) or APCI (corona discharge)
Main analysis modes: The ones of the MS + mobility
dimension

Benchmarking with cylindrical DMA technology

•
•
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SEADM's PLANAR

Mobility spectra of the THA+ monomer measured with
the Half Mini and with Nano DMA. The resolution,
defined as the ratio Full range/FWMH is almost three
times bigger for the Half mini. By Wang et Al. Journal
of Aerosol Science (2014) 71, 52–64. Reproduced with
permission of the authors

The cylindrical Half Mini has shown to be a useful,
portable unit to analyze small nano-particles
(1 – 30 nm) in combination with a simple
electrometer for a wide range of applications.
The broad range of sizes is achieved with a
single DMA configuration (2 cm long working
section), greatly simplifying operation.
However, for a wider range of applications,
eventually requiring the use of MS, the planar
configuration
has
some
interesting
advantages such as:
• Greater resolution (see example on the right)
• Better transmission.
• Easy coupling to a MS.
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SEADM’s Half-Mini has been widely used for studies of
Condensation Particle Counters (CPCs) sensitive to particles
smaller than 3 nm, and other investigations involving pure
nanometer size standards. Good resolution results have been
obtained in comparison with analogous instruments (see right)
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The application: explosive screening on cargo
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In the top photo the experimental setup for the Half Mini
testing is shown. A basic ionization chamber is used to
generate the sample. The drift gas is recirculated with a three
stages gas pump, and the gas is chilled down to ambient
temperature before the entrance to the DMA. The detector is
an electromultiplicator. The signal and the HV source is read
and controlled from the PC. In the top left photo, an
equivalent setup for the planar P5DMA is shown.
In the left graph, the mobility spectra of the THA+ monomer
measured with the Half Mini and with the P5. The resolution,
is 30-40 per cent higher with the planar P5model.

The problem addressed: Existence of background contaminants at 0.1-1 ppq
Abundance data of interferent substances on four explosive channels in cargo containers

Experimental application
Explosive screening on cargo through vapors and suspended particles collection
Advanced vapor analysis appears as a quite advantageous technology vs. alternative methods requiring either undoing the cargo and testing the separate pieces
via X-ray technology, or swabbing suspected surfaces in the hope of capturing explosive particles (rather than vapor form). However, in order to be effective,
stringent requirements in terms of values of detection and discrimination from background contaminants are required.
SEADM’s vapor analyzer, featuring basically a planar DMA coupled to a MS, was applied for explosive screening in several airports and seaports.

The figure below shows the concentration of different phases of the same mass for four of the most common explosives (TNT, NG –nitroglycerine-, RDX and PETN). Only
data taken from Vigo seaport, Spain, are shown. (Data from other sites are similar). The main challenge was to determine what are these signals (the real explosive or
something else). Two main techniques have been developed and applied, which will be described here: (i) Gaussian deconvolution (signal processing via software) and
addition of dopants.
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Summary of results

Increase mobility separation via Gaussian deconvolution

Effect of polar dopants addition: RDX & TNT

The application of this in-house developed signal processing software technique (using the well-established procedure of Gaussian
deconvolution) allows the identification of the constitutive peaks of complex spectra. As shown below, this enables to improve the signal to
noise ratio even by a factor of 10.

In the down left image, the RDX mobility peaks are displayed for five different concentrations of the
2-propanol vapors dopant (0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1%vol). The mobility shift is clear. This can be used to
distinguish isomers of different behaviour against dopant addition.
In the case of the TNT, the mobility peak does not move when adding the dopant. In this case, the
isomeric compounds of the TNT could be separated through the addition of the dopant. The huge
interferent peak present at 0% isopropanol completely disappears from the graph at 0.5%. However,
some “interferents” do not displace, since they are not affected by the dopant, alike the TNT.

Achieved the lowest limits of detection reported. (Several orders of
magnitude lower than other technical devices and dogs’)
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Conclusions
1. The planar Differential Mobility Analysis technology , including its modes of operation coupled with MS for gas and liquid analyses has been reviewed.
2. Benchmarking with the more widespread cylindrical DMA technology has been highlighted. Particularly, quantitative improvement in terms of resolution have been presented.
3. The results of an extensive work of explosive screening in cargo operations have been highlighted, as an example of application of SEADM’s planar DMA-MS technology for vapor and nanoparticles analysis.
Two techniques for the increase of signal-to-noise ratio in mobility spectrum (Gaussian deconvolution and dopant addition) have been described.
4. Outstanding results of limits of the detection have been achieved (with values as low as 0.01 ppq), particularly through the implementation of the Gaussian deconvolution as a signal processing technique.
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